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Ūrdhva-tiryagbhyām
Vertically and crosswise
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( 42 ) 

sions in x (with ~ = 1 0 ) ,  the algebraic principle explained above 
is readily applicable to arithmetical numbers too. Now, if our 
multiplicand and multiplier be of 3 digits each, it merely 
means that we are multiplying (axa+bx+c) by (dxa+ex+f) 
(where x=10) :- 

axa+bx+c 
dxa+ex+f 

adx4+x3 (ae+bd)+xa (af+be+cd)+x (bf+ce)+cf 

We observe here the following facts :- 
(i) that the coefficient of x4 is got by the vertical multi- 

plication of the first digit (from the left side) ; 
(ii) that the coefficient of x3is got by the cross-wise 

multiplication of the first two digits and by the 
addition of the two products ; 

(iii) that the coefficient of xa is obtained by the multi- 
plication of the first digit of the multiplicand by the 
last digit of the multiplier, of the middle one by the 
middle one and of the last one by the first one and by 
the addition of all the 3 products ; 

(iv) that the coefficient of x is' obtained by the cross- 
wise multiplication of the second digit by the third 
one and conversely and by the addition of the two 
products ; and 

(v) that the independent term results from the vertical 
multiplication of the last digit by the last digit. 

We thus follow a process of ascent and of descent (going 
forward with the digits on the upper row and coming rearward 
with the digits on the lower row). If and when this principle 
(of ordinag Algebraic multiplication) is properly understood 
and carefiilly applied to the Arithmetical multiplication on 
hand (where x stands for lo ) ,  the Ordhva Tiryak SGtra may be 
deemed to have been successfully mastered in actual practice. 

A few illustrations will serve to illustrate this Urdhm- 
Tiryak process of vertical and cross-wise multiplications :- 
(1) 111 (2) 108 (3) 109 

111 108 111 
--- --A - ---- 
12321 10 60 4 11 099 

1 6  1 

1 3 2 2 4  13 45 6 13 4 4 42 
- -_-__- __ __-___-__ __-- --___-- 
(7) 532 (8)  785 (9) 321 

472 362 52 ----- ------ --- 
20 7 9 04 2 1 6 7 6 0  0 5 692 

4 3 2 6 7 4 1  1 1  
----- ---- --- 

25 1 1 04 2 8 4 1 7 0  1 6 692 
___-_____ ----- 
( lo )  795 (11) 1021 (12) 621 

362 2103 547 ----- ------ 
2 1 9 3 8 0  2147163 30 4 5 87 

6 8 4 1  3 5 1 ---- ---- 
2 8 7 7 9 0  33 9 6 87 ---- 

(13) 6471 (14) 8 7 2 6 5 
6212 3 2 1 1 7  

- -------- 
36 6 6 6 752 2 4 7 8 7 2 7 5 7 5  

3 5 3 1 1  3 2 3 9 6 2 4 3  --- ---- - ---- ---- --- 
40 1 9 7 852 

. . - - - - 
2 8 0 2 6 9 0 0 0 5  - -- 

N.B.-It need hardly be mentioned that we can carry out this 
(Urdhva-Tzryak) process of multiplication from left to 
right or from right to left (as we prefer). All the diffe- 
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Splitting the middle term (by dividing by 12), we get 9 
and 9 as Q and R 

~ E = 3 6  xa+(9 ~ 1 2 + 9 ) x  +88 
=44 xe+(9 X 12) x+88 
=44 sq. ft.+l96 sq. in. 

I =46 sq. ft.+62 sq. in. 
And the whole work can be done mentally : 

(2) Similarly 3' 7" =I6 xa+66 xf 70 
~ 5 ' 1 0 ~ '  ) =20 x1+(6x 12)+7? 

=20 sq. ft.+130 sq. in. 

and(3)7x+11 =36xa+l l lx$88  
x 6  x +8 1 -44 sq. ft.+124 sq. in. 

Volumes of Parallelepipeds : 
I 

We can extend the same method to sums relating to 3 
dimensions also. Suppose we have to find the volume of a 
parallelepiped whose dimensions are 3' 7", 6' 10" and 7' 2". 

I By the customary method, we will say :-- 
43 70 86 (with all the big multiplication and c.c=-x -x- 12 12 12 divisions involved). But, by the Vedic 

process, we have :- 
3x+7 =20 xa+10 x+10 
6x+lOl 7 x +2 ------ 

140x8+1 10xa+90x+20 
=149x8+9x2+7x+ 8 
=I49 cub. ft and 1388 cub. in. 

I Thus, even in these small computations, the customary 
method seems to have a natural or ingrained bias in favour of 

I needlessly big multiplications, divisions, vulgar fractions etc., 
etc., for their own sake. The Vedic Sctras, however, help us 
to avoid these and make the work a pleasure and not an 
infliction. 

PRACTICE AND PROPORTION 
IN 

COMPOUND MULTIPLICATION. 
The same procedure under the (Urdhva-Tiyak 

Satra) is readily applicable to most questions which come 
under the headings "Simple Practice" and "Compound 
Practice", wherein "ALIQUOT" parts are taken and many stepa 
of working are resorted to under the current system but wherein 
according to the Vedic method, all of it is mental Arithmetic, 

I For example, suppose the question is :- I "In a certain investment, each rupee invested bringa 
Rupees two and five annas to the investor. How much will an 
outlay of Rs. 4 and annas nine therein yield 2"  

I THE FIRST CONVENTIONAL METHOD. 

By Means of AZGuot Parts. 
Rs. As. Pa. 

For One Rupee 2-6-0 ---- 
For 4 Rupees 9-4-0 
8 As.=+ of Re. 1 1-2-6 
1 a=) of 8 As. 0-2-38 -- 

Total 10-8-94 
for Rs. 4 and 
annas 9. ------ ----- 

S& Current Method. 
(By Simple Proportion) 

336.2-6-0=Pf ; 
and Rs. 4-9-O=Rs. f #  
'.'On Re 1, the yield is Rs. f f  :. On Re. '$8, the yield is Rs. Q% x f $ =Rs. at i f  



LINKING NOTE 
RECAPITULATION & CONCLUSION 

OF 

(Elementary) DIVISION SECTION 

In these three chaptcrs (IV, V and VI) relating to Division, 
we have dealt with a large number and variety of instructive I 

examples and wc now feel justified in postulating the following 
conclusions :- 

i 
(1) The three methods expounded and explained are, no 

doubt, free from the big handicap which thc current system 
labours under, namely, (i) the multiplication, of large numbers 
(the Divisors) by "trial digits9'.of the quotient at  every step 
(with the chance of the product being found too big for the ! 
Dividend and so on), (ii) the subtraction of large numbers from 
large numbers, (iii) the length, cumbrousness, clumsiness etc, 
of the whole procedure, (iv) the consequent liability of the 
student to get disgusted with and sick of it all, (v) the resultant 
greater risk of errors being committed and so on ; 

(2) And yet, although comparatively superior to the 
process now in vogue everywhere, yet, they too suffer, in some 
mses, from these disadvantages. At any rate, they do not, 
in such cases, conform to the Vedic system's Ideal of "Short and 
Sweet" ; 

(3) And, besides, all the three of them are suitable only for 
some special and particular type (or types) of cases ; and none 
of them is suitable for general application to all cases :- 

(i) The 'Nikhilam' method is generally unsnitable for 
Algebraic divisions ; and almost invariably, the 'Parci- 
vartya' process suits them better ; 

(ii) and, even as regards Arithmetical con~putations, the 
'Nikhi la~ '  method is serviceable only when the 
Divisor-digits are large numbers (i.e., 6, 7, 8 or 9) 
and not at  a11 helpful when the divisor digits are 
small ones (i.e. 1, 2, 3. 4 and 5) ; and it  is only the 

'Parcivartya' method that can be applied in the 
latter kind of cases ! 

(iii) Even when a convenient multiple (or sub-multiple) 
is made use of, even then there is room for a choice 
having to  be mnde-by the pupil-as to whether the 
'NikhLh' method or the 'Parcivartya' one should 
be preferred ; 

(iv) and there is no exception-less criterion by which 
the student tan be enabled to  make the requisite final 
choice between the two alternative methods ; 

(v) and, as, for the third method (i.e. by the reversed 
'Ordhva-Tiryalak' Siitra), the Algebraic utility there- 
of is plain enough ; but i t  is difficult in respect of 
Arithmetical calculations to say when, where and 
why it  should be resorted to (as against the other 
two methods). 

All these considerations (arising from our detailed- 
comparative-study of a large number of examples) add up, in 
effect, to the simple conclusion that none of these methods car1 
be of general utility in all cases, that the selection of the most 
suitable method in each particular case may (owing to  want of 
uniformity) be confusing to  the student and that this element 
of uncertainty is bound to cause confusion. And the question 
therefore naturally-my, unavoidably arises as to whether 
the Vedic SGtras can give 11s a General Formula applicable 
to all cases. 

And the answer is :-Yes, most certainly YES ! There 
is a splendid and beautiful and very easy method which conforms 
with the Vedic ideal of ideal simplicity all-round and whirh 
in fact gives us what we have been describing as "Vedic one line- 
mental answers" ! 

This astounding method wc shall, however, expound in 
a later chapter under the captior, "Straight-Division"-which 
is one of the Crowning Beauties of the Vedic mathematics 
Sctras. (Chapter XXVII. q.v.). 
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“The Hindus apparently were attracted by the arithmetical and 
computational aspects of mathematics; rather than the geometrical 
features of the subject, which had appealed so strongly to the Hellenic 
mind. Their name for mathematics, gaṇita, meaning literally the 
“science of calculation”, well characterizes this preferences”.

Boyer, Carl Benjamin. The History of the Calculus and Its Conceptual development:
(The Concepts of the Calculus). Courier Corporation, 1949. 

Kline 1972 
“Sometimes the Hindus were aware that a formula was only approximately 
correct and sometimes they were not. Their values of π were generally 
inaccurate; √10 was commonly used, though the better value of 3.1416 
appears at times. For the area of any quadrilateral they gave the formula 
√(s-a)(s-b)(s-c)(s-d), where s is half the perimeter, and a, b, c, and d, are 
the sides, a formula which is correct only for quadrilaterals inscribed in 
circles. They offered no geometric proofs; on the whole they cared little 
for geometry. In trigonometry, the Hindus made a few minor advances…. 
There is much good procedure and technical facility, but no evidence that 
they considered proof at all.”



Swami Śrī Bhāratī Kṛṣṇā Tīrthajī aka Venkatarama Sastri

Venkatarama Shastri (1884-1960)



Baroda College in the 1890’s

Aurobindo Ghosh (1872-1950) 



Gopal Krishna Gokhale (1866-1915)









"Just as there is no real difference, no 
real quarrel, between one religion and 
another, similarly, there is no quarrel at 
all between religion and science. On the 
contrary, every branch of every science, 
what we call the positive sciences, is an 
integral part of our Vedic study."

. Sanatana Dharma, The eternal and everlasting way of life. Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bombay-7, 1964.
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Hall) for the benefit of all in general and especially of the Uni- 
versity and college professors of mathematics, physics etc. 

12. And, consequently, the educationists and the cream 
of the English educated sect,ion of the people including the 
highest officials (e.g. the high-court judges, the ministers 
etc.,) and the general public as such were all highly impressed ; 
nay, thrilled, wonder-struck and flabbergasted! And not 
only the newspapers but even the University's official reports 
described the tremendous sensation caused thereby in superlati- 
vely eulogistic terms ; and the papers began to refer to us as 
"the Octogenarian Jagadguru Shankaracharya who hat1 taken 
Nagpur by storm with his Vedic mathematics", and so on ! 

13. I t  is manifestly impospible, in the course of a short 
note [in the nature of a "trailer"), to give a full, detailed, tho- 
rough-going, comprehensive and exhaustive tlescription of 
the unique features and stArtling characteristics of all the 
mathematical lore in question. Tllis call and will )Je done 
in the subsequent volumes of this series (dealing seriatim and 
in extenso with all the various portions of all the various branches 
of mathematics). 

14. We may, however, a t  this point, draw the earnest 
attention of every one concerned to the following salient items 
thereof :- 

(i) The Siitras (aphorisms) apply to and cover each 
and every part of each and every chapter of each 
and every branch of mathematics (including ari- 
thmetic, algebra. geometry-plane and solid, trigo- 
nometry-plane and spherical, conics-geometrical 
and analytical, astronomy, calculus-differential 
and integral etc., etc. In  fact, there is no part of 
~i~athematics, pure or applied, which is beyond their 
jurisdiction ; 

(ii) The S ~ t r a s  are easy to understand, easy to apply 
and easy to remember ; and the whole work can be 
truthfully summarised in one word "mental" ! 

(iii) Even as regards complex problems involving a good 
number of mathematical operations (consecutively 
or even simultaneously to be performed), the time 
taken by the Vedic method ~vill be a third, a fourth, 
a tenth or even a much smaller fraction of the time 
required according to modern (i.e. current) Western 
methods : 

(iv) And, in some very important and striking cases, 
sums requiring 30, 50, 100 or even more numerous 
and cumbrous "steps" of working (according to the 
current Western methods) car1 be answered in a 
single and simple step of work by the Vedic method ! 
And little children (of only 10 or 12 years of age) 
merely look a t  the sums written on the blackboard 
(on the platform) and immediately shout out and 
dictate the answers from the body of the convocation 
hall (or other vcnue of the demonstration). And - 
this is because, as a matter of fact, each digit automa- 
tically yields its predecessor and its successor ! and 
the children have merely to go on tossing off !or 
reeling off) the digits one after another (forwards or 
backwards) by mere ~nental  arithmetic (without 
needing pen or pencil, paper or slate etc) ! 

(v) On seeing this kind of work actually being performed 
by the little children, the doctors, professors and 
other "big-guns" of mat,liematics are wonder struck 
and exclaim :-"Is this mathematics or magic" ? hrld 
we invariably answer and suy : "It is both. I t  is 
magic until you understand it ; and i t  is mathematics 
thereafter" ; and then we proceed to substantiate 
and prove t,he correctness of t,his reply of ours ! And 

(vi) As regards the time required by the students for 
mastering the whole course of Vedic mathematics 
as applied to all its branches, we need merely state 
from our actual experience that 8 months (or 12 
months) a t  an average rate of 2 or 3 hours per day 
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